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Can the colour of your walls
really affect how well you sleep
and how heavy you lift? Our
experts reveal the impact of
your decor.
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We need only think of the passing winter
and its grey skies to realise the affect colour
has on our moods. But beyond the winter
blues is a group of scientific thought that
claims colour can impact your mental
clarity, emotions and attitudes, and even
your physiological functioning, on any given
day.

THE SCIENCE

COLOUR KEY

ACCORDING TO
LÜSCHER, COLOURS CAN
STIMULATE EMOTION:
BLUE = ‘Depth of feeling’, passive,
concentric, tranquillity, calm,
tenderness
GREEN = ‘Elasticity of will’, passive,
concentric, defensive, persistence,
self-esteem/assertion, pride, control
RED = ‘Force of will’, eccentric, active
aggressive, competitive, action, desire,
excitement, sexuality
YELLOW = ‘Spontaneity’, eccentric,
active, projective, aspiring, expectancy,
exhilaration
VIOLET = ‘Identification’, unrealistic/
wishful fulfilment, charm, enchantment
BROWN = Bodily senses, indicates the
body’s conditions
BLACK = Nothingness, renunciation,
surrender or relinquishment

“Evolutionary psychology tells us that there
are a number of fundamental cores to how
we think, act, react, believe and do that are
primal. And there are schools of therapy that
believe some of these primal instincts do
respond to colour,” explains psychotherapist
Shane Warren (shanewarren.com).
“Cross-cultural research by Dr Max
LÜscher into our primal-instinctive
response to colour, for example. LÜscher’s
work suggests that certain colours stimulate
feelings or responses from within us.”
LÜscher found that blues and greens
tend to provoke passive, calm and tranquil
feelings, while reds invite notions of
competition, action, desire and excitement.
And our dreary old grey native to those dark
and dank winter skies? Connotations of
non-involvement and concealment.
Despite colours having different
relevance or meaning from culture to
culture, the research suggests that your
primal reactions to them are fairly similar
no matter where you are in the world.
“When we look at evolutionary
psychology, it’s suggested that the core
feeling response that comes from colour is
much the same regardless of who we are or
where we grew up,” says Warren.
“Take a minute to think about a grey,
rainy day – how do you feel? Like just
snuggling under the blanket on the coach
and being non-involved in the world
outside? A simple example but certainly an
experience that suggests there is something
to the idea that we have a link to colours
that has been entrenched into our DNA.”
Designing your living quarters based
on how it makes you feel is far from a
new concept. Take the Chinese practice of
feng shui, which requires the placement of
furniture and colour to affect the ‘energy’
of the room. While the pool of scientific
research into the physiological impacts of
particular accessories or colours is shallow

at best, particular colours have been linked
to increased metabolism, higher blood
pressure and eyestrain. For the Chinese, and
for Warren, how you feel in a room does
have the potential to affect you physically as
well as mentally.
“If the placement of furniture and
colour creates good chi – which is about
energy – then it makes a space feel good.
If your space feels good, you respond well
emotionally,” says Warren.
“Emotions influence our physiological
and psychological wellbeing. So colour can
affect us at all levels.” A statement backed up
by research into the treatment of depression
and in creating optimal work environments.
A study published in Ergonomics journal
found that both colour and lighting affected
the moods of the 988 participants across
the four countries sampled – too dim or too
bright, and the moods of the participants
quickly fell and work slowed.
Such findings are taking a foothold in
the home design space within Australia
and beyond.
“It’s now well known that music and
light are used in therapy, and combined
with colour, there are great results that can
be achieved with people that are clinically
depressed,” says interior designer and TV
personality Shaynna Blaze (facebook.com/
shaynnablaze).
“There is definitely more awareness of
the combination of these elements being
thought of working together rather than as a
singular entity.”

CONSIDER COLOUR
There’s an art to finding the balance
between aesthetically pleasing design and
stimulating mood.
“Colour is used on the walls, through
the artwork you select, the flooring and
all the accessories that work with it. Using
colour to create a mood has to work on a
few different layers of colour rather than
expecting just one colour to do the job,”
says Blaze.
Once you have picked the mood relevant
to the room you are working on and the
colour that corresponds to that mood – for
example, blues and greens to elicit sleep in
the bedroom – you will have to work out
how the colours relate to items already part
of the house.
www.womenshealthandfitness.com.au
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“The existing flooring, whether it
is timber or carpet, will have a colour
base to it that leans towards yellows,
reds, whites or some other colour. Then
you work out if you have a green that
will work with a yellow or blue base, to
work with the existing surroundings,”
says Blaze.
“Selecting the right colour does take
a few steps but once you get the base
sorted, you’re off and running. It’s all
about using colour to enhance what you
are wanting to evoke.”
Colour selection doesn’t just stop at

the three walls and a ceiling. Blaze says
accessories and furnishing choices also
play a part in an overall look and feel of
a room.
“If you look at colour as a 3D
experience in the room, you will see
how colour and texture play together
to produce the best results. Each adds a
different texture and layer to the palette,”
says Blaze.
“A strong colour on the walls needs
to be softened by simple plump textures
in soft furnishings or tiles with a marble
grain to give it a balance.”

MOOD-FRIENDLY DESIGN
BY SHAYNNA
one

GOAL

SLEEP/YOGA/CALM
Whether you’re wanting to bunker down for
some well-deserved zzz’s or bliss out in your
yoga and meditation corner, finding colours
and aesthetics that promote tranquillity and
calm is paramount.
“In a bedroom, soothing colours work
best in a mix of cool and warm base, to feel
that sense of nurturing,” says Blaze.
“I like Taubmans 2017 colour of the
year, Violet Verbena. It’s a very soft grey
mixed with a blue-based purple, giving it a
beautiful colour to drift off to sleep to.”

Identify the emotion you want
to feel the moment you walk
in the door. Don’t treat the
whole house as the same,
as you will want to evoke a
different result in each room.
For example, relaxation in the
bedroom or focus in the study.

two

Treat the space as one big,
layered 3D canvas and play
with texture.

three

Don’t let one colour
overwhelm the space. More
of one singular colour doesn’t
necessarily equate to ‘more’
of the right mood – balance
is key.

four

Look at the colours in paint,
timber, flowers, art, tiles, rugs
and furniture as part of the
mood you want to create.
Using the right colour to
create the mood is the visual
start to your interior mood,
but make sure the surfaces
that you touch and feel work
with the same ‘colour mood’
you are creating.
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Steely Blue Print, From
$41.99, wallartprints.com.au

Lambswool Blanket Large in
Mink, $139.90, knotty.com.au

Living Haven Banana Leaf
Outdoor Cushion, $79.95,
zanui.com.au

McKenna Blue Stool,
$29.95, zanui.com.au

GEO Navy Blue Desk
Clock, $49, amindy.com.au
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aha’ MOMENT

HOW TO HAVE AN ‘

GOAL

STUDY/WORKOUT/
MOTIVATION

Needing to drop the calm and get inspired? Focus for that
upcoming exam in your study or hit the dumbbells hard
in your home gym? The colours that will have you lifting
PBs might not be what you expect.
“For a home gym, most people would think energy
and passion colours like red would work best. But red
can quickly make you feel exhausted once your blood
heightens,” says Blaze.
“You are safer with turquoise and teals, as they are a
stimulating colour due to their intensity but at the same
time have a cooling effect to motivate you to keep going.”
Or stick to a neutral base and throw in some yellow
accents for a hint of inspiration.
Folded Artwork Yellow,
$189.00, atelierlane.com

Amalfi Cubus Vase, $49.95,
amalfihomewares.com.au

Kite Designer Rug, from
$895, atelierlane.com

Whether you’re itching to channel your inner Picasso or need to pull
out a winning idea for a big proposal, there are mind hacks to beat
creative block and unleash ideas you didn’t know you had.

TIME: 20 MINUTES + // NEED: SKETCH BOOK/SCRIBBLE PAD, PEN

1. WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Renaming creative block is easier as
changing your Instagram handle (no
login required). “To get unstuck from
what we call a creative block, we need
to move away from the stance of
calling it a block,” says creativity coach
and author of new book You Are. That
Is. Creative Noula Diamantopoulos.
“Think about it. The word block is
supposed to convey the idea that
you have no inspiration, that you
can’t think of a single thing to write
about, paint about or photograph or
whatever else it is that you do, which
suggests that we have motivation
to create but don’t know what to
create.” A block, she says, would be
when you knew what you wanted
to write or paint or play but had lost
the drive to do it. Just as goals need
to be specific, it’s important to use
language precisely in articulating the
problem or frustration. “We cannot
approach changing something
without understanding the nature
of what it is that we are seeking to
change. Chances are without due
consideration, we start working to
solve a decoy problem or implement
a half-baked ‘solution’ that’s about as
effective as eating Tim Tams to lose
weight (see self-sabotage).”

2. ME TIME

Davis & Waddell
Critters Owl
Mug, $9.99,
davisandwaddell.
com.au

Clara Yellow & Oak
Dining Chair, $599
(set of 4), zanui.com.au

Don’t be seduced by the notion
that to solve an important, grownup problem you need to be driven,
determined and industrious (in fact,
trade your Moleskine for a dollar-shop
scrapbook. Diamantopoulos says
breakthrough ideas demand not just
knowledge, skill and inspiration, but
space. “Spend some time exploring
what it is that you are sensing,” says

Diamantopoulos, who
traded a high-flying tax
law career for life as a
practising artist. “Take an
inventory by answering
the question ‘Where am I now?”,
which can be done as a list or a mind
map and allows you to physically see
what’s happening around you right
now.” Consider the question from
various viewpoints – the physical,
the mental and the emotional.
Importantly, let it take as long as it
takes and consider it an investment.
“Whatever you uncover will become
breadcrumbs that you can follow. This
exercise will act like a launching pad
to change those things that you can
now see may be holding you back.”

3. SEIZE THE IDEA
Now you know what is holding you
back, make a list (your noggin loves
them) populated by ‘problems’
and jot down possible solutions.
Be mindful of putting too much
emphasis on hatching a ‘good’ idea.
“They are possible solutions, not
the right answer to the problem,”
Diamantopoulos says. The gist is
that you’ll dissolve each item on
your list as you realise something
you hadn’t before (aha!) or commit
to resolving it if it hasn’t dissolved.
Also give yourself permission to
do nothing about a problem or sit
back and shoot the breeze while
channelling Jude Law. These mini
mind vay-cays can be just what the
creativity doctor ordered. “When you
give yourself permission to pause,
you end up coming back with gusto,”
Diamantopouls says.

Order the book at
spontaneouscreativity.com.au.
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